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Abstract

This paper develops a chained mortgage contracts model where both home-
owner consumers and the �nancial institutions that securitize their mortgage
loan are credit-constrained. The presence of �nancial frictions in both the
consumer and the �nancial sectors brings the model closer to real �nancial
markets and demonstrates the role of risk sharing between leveraged borrow-
ers. Highly leveraged banks act as �nancial intermediaries in the mortgage
contract so when their indebtedness worsens, they transfer some of the down-
turn to indebted consumers who have no �nancial recourse outside of the
chained loan contracts. This consequence is observed both after easing bor-
rowing conditions both for consumers and for �nancial institutions, but is
especially evident following relaxed credit access for banks. After initially
raising their leverage in response to the lax borrowing conditions, �nancial
institutions repair their debt position relatively fast at the expense of con-
sumers whose borrowing ability is squeezed although they are not the source
of the disturbance. The result mirrors the recent subprime mortgage crisis
characterized by a sharp but brief decline for banks and a protracted recovery
for mortgaged households.
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1 Introduction

In 2004, Edmund Andrews, an economic reporter for The New York Times, joined

millions of American home-buyers in purchasing a house at the peak of the real estate

price bubble (Andrews 2009). The fact that he had regularly reported from the Federal

Reserve, covered the Asian �nancial crisis of 1997, the Russian meltdown of 1998 and

the dot-com collapse of 2000, did not prepare him for what was in store at the subprime

mortgage party. �I had just come up with almost a half-million dollars, and I had barely

lifted a �nger. It had been so easy and fast,� Andrews said of obtaining his mortgage

despite having modest disposable income and putting down very little downpayment.

His mortgage was a classic subprime loan. The monthly payment �rst jumped from

$2,500 to $3,700. If he kept the mortgage for two years, the interest rate could jump as

high as 11.5 percent, and the monthly payments could ratchet up to $4,500. After his

wife lost her job, he fell behind on all payments from the mortgage to the electricity

bill. When he �nally defaulted, he was far from being the only one. In fact, he had

outlived two of his three mortgage lenders. The �rst one collapsed overnight when the

�nancial markets �rst froze up in August 2007 and the second one was forced out of

the mortgage business by federal regulators.

Andrews' personal mortgage crisis would not have unfolded if highly leveraged �-

nancial institutions did not extend subprime loans under easy �nancing conditions in

pursuit of higher returns. At the �rst tightening of the �nancial market, banks at-

tempted to salvage their own balance sheets by increasing the repayment rate on loans

like his (Andrews, 2009). With the downturn threatening their solvency, many highly

leveraged �nancial institutions resorted to risk sharing in which they shifted some of

the burden of their deteriorating indebtedness onto borrowing consumers. Raising the

interest rates for mortgage-buyers and restricting their credit access were among the

actions that banks undertook a�ording themselves a swift recovery at the expense of

consumers who were faced with a protracted recession. Understanding these complex

interactions and the risk sharing that happens requires a deeper knowledge of linked

loan contracts.

The asset bubble that preceded the subprime mortgage crisis increased housing in-

ventories to record high numbers (Coleman, LaCour-Little and Vandell, 2008). After

the bubble burst, the oversupply of real estate reduced both the sale price of real es-

tate and the value of the houses held by homeowners (Duca, Muellbauer and Murphy,

2010; Ellis, 2010). As a result, many mortgage-holders owed more on their housing loan

than their residence was worth. Furthermore, at the peak of the asset bubble, many

investors eager to tap into mortgage pro�ts underwrote housing loans secured with very

little downpayment and with a variable repayment rate, the so-called �subprime� loans

(Duca, Muellbauer, and Murphy, 2009a and 2009b). These lax borrowing conditions
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allowed consumers to hold signi�cant amounts of debt and to be at the mercy of the

adjustable interest rate. Once the �rst signs of trouble raised the repayment rate, their

risk premiums rose worsening their indebtedness (Demirgüç-Kunt, Evano� and Kauf-

man, 2011; Laeven, Igan and Dell'Ariccia, 2008; Mian and Su�, 2009). This caused

a �urry of short sales and defaults as mortgage-buyers attempted to deleverage or de-

clared bankruptcy. The result was a depressed housing market with even lower asset

prices and sharply tightened credit access (Dennis, 2010; Duke, 2012; Madigan, 2012).

Before the �nancial crisis, the �nancial sector did not receive much attention in the

literature of credit frictions. Papers like Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) and Iacoviello

(2005) focus primarily on the demand side of credit and abstract from an active role of

�nancial intermediation. The �rst models to consider the role of banks are Goodfriend

and McCallum (2007) and Christiano, Trabandt and Walentin (2007). Both of these

estimate the quantitative importance of the banking sector for central bank policy and

for business cycles. Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2010), Gerali, Neri, Sessa and

Signoretti (2009), Gertler and Karadi (2011), Gertler, Kiyotaki and Queralto (2011)

and Luk and Vines (2011) develop a �nancial sector to explain speci�c precedents of

the �nancial crisis such as excessive volatility, the proliferation of risk accumulation and

the popularity of unconventional monetary policy. The contributions to the literature

of the �nancial sector are discussed in detail in the next section. While these recent

additions to the theoretical body of �nancial frictions augment the general knowledge

of the �nancial crisis, they overwhelmingly focus on credit frictions in only one sec-

tor, namely the banking sector, and abstract from constraints in other sectors of the

economy, including households. This makes them unsuitable to studying the extent of

risk sharing that can occur with more than one type of �nancially-constrained agents.

Only Hirakata, Sudo and Ueda (2009) introduce more than one leveraged sector mod-

eling constraints in the production sector along with the �nancial sector but they also

overlook the role of indebted consumers. This chapter models the chained contracts

along the lines of Hirakata, Sudo and Ueda (2009) but the �nal borrowers are not en-

trepreneurs but credit-constrained households. It highlights the opportunities for risk

sharing between both types of indebted agents and contrasts them with an alternative

version similar to Luk and Vines (2011) where consumers have a �xed share arrange-

ment with banks.

This paper develops a chained cosntracts model with credit frictions in both the con-

sumer and the �nancial sectors demonstrate how opprtunities for risk sharing emerge.

It does not attempt to explain the the housing bubble and all aspects of the subsequent

collapse. Rather, it focuses on the lax �nancial conditions that permited increased bor-

rowing. For this purpose, the paper extends the one-sector model of credit constraints

of Bernanke, Gilchrist, Gertler (1999) to two sectors and shifts �nancial frictions from

producers to homeowner consumers. A two-sector model can generate a pro-cyclical
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risk premium that widens following improvements in the housing market. This risk

premium is function of the default risk that in turn depends on the size of the collateral

and the value of the mortgage. So a shock that reduces housing prices makes real estate

more a�ordable but also creates a Fisher-type e�ect where the price decrease worsens

the value of the housing collateral of indebted households and increases their leverage.

The higher leverage triggers an increase in the adjustable mortgage interest rate and

the risk premium widens. A credit relaxation on the other hand impacts the leverage

of mortgage-buyers directly but creating the incentive to borrow excessively. Hence,

with credit constraints in the consumer sector, both a technological expansion in the

housing sector and a �nancial easing imply a downturn for mortgaged consumers and

the banks the securitize their mortgages thus bringing the model closer to the subprime

crisis.

At the heart of the �nancial frictions setup is the inability of credit-constrained

consumers to fully �nance their housing purchase so they need to borrow external

funds from risk-neutral investors. This borrowing is complicated by the presence of an

idiosyncratic risk of default on the part of mortgage-buyers that is known to them but

is unknown to lenders (Townsend, 1979). Unlike Cúrdia and Woodford (2009) where

borrowers can choose whether to default, here bankruptcy is involuntary but depends

on factors both endogenous (the size of the mortgage) and exogenous (macroeconomic

shocks) to consumer decisions. If credit-constrained households default, investors must

pay an auditing fee to assume possession of any remaining assets. Since investors cannot

fully diversify away this risk, they charge borrowers a risk premium that would o�set

the expenses associated with eventual bankruptcy. Investors obtain their funds from the

deposits of Ricardian consumers who have signi�cant non-wage income from �rm pro�ts

and share ownership. In contrast, credit-constrained consumers earn only labor income

and have no savings. The economy is completed by two production sectors: one that

produces conventional consumption and one that manufactures housing. Housing is a

multi-period durable good whose manufacture follows the setup of Iacoviello and Neri

(2010). Both production sectors are perfectly competitive and there is no idiosyncratic

uncertainty in their returns.

When there are two types of credit-constrained agents, the chained loan contracts

create opportunities for risk sharing that exacerbate the ensuing recession. As inter-

mediaries of the two mortgage agreements, �nancial institutions have the ability to

transfer some of the burden of a downturn to �nal borrower consumers. Furthermore,

banks are often more leveraged so they experience a proportionally larger deterioration

of their leverage ratio which is an added impetus for them to unload the leverage fast.

The higher initial leverage and the sharper subsequent deterioration necessitate quick

deleveraging in order to maintain solvency. That is the primary reason why banks resort

to shifting part of the burden of �nancial tightening onto households. Two character-
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istics of the �nancial system allow them to do so. First, credit-constrained consumers

have no recourse to alternative funding so they will participate in the mortgage contract

even if the terms deteriorate. Second, the arrangement between banks and mortgage-

buying households is such that the return from borrowing to consumers varies with the

realization of the idiosyncratic uncertainty. When the uncertainty increases in times

of a downturn, lenders can extract a larger share from indebted households. Banks

can channel the increased proceeds toward repairing their own balance sheets during a

deterioration of �nancial conditions. Consequentially, they can recover relatively fast

at the cost of inducing a lasting recession for mortgaged households.

Banks resort to risk sharing following a relaxation of credit access for consumers

and for themselves. Owing to their high initial indebtedness, any of the disturbances

causes a more signi�cant worsening in the indebtedness of banks than in the lever-

age of consumers. Banks recover their solvency by transferring some of the balance

sheet deterioration onto consumers who have no �nancial resort outside of the chained

mortgage contracts. Although the terms of the loan contract prevent excessive risk

transfer and the consumer downturn is milder than that of banks, the recession of

credit-constrained households is prolonged. As optimizers of the �nancial intermedia-

tion, banks can extract higher loan repayments from households to repair their balance

sheets relatively fast while consumers su�er a protracted recession. The risk sharing is

especially pronounced in the case with relaxed borrowing constraints for �nancial insti-

tutions. Although consumers are not the originators of the disturbance, they take a long

time to recover from the bank-induced recession while �nancial institutions experience

a sharp but relatively short downturn. The results of this case closely approximate the

consequences of the subprime mortgage crisis.

2 The Chained Loan Contracts

2.1 Description of the Chained Loan Contracts

This section develops the consumer mortgage contract in a partial equilibrium frame-

work, taking as given the price of the collateral and the risk-free rate of interest. The

subsequent section endogenizes these variables as part of a general equilibrium solu-

tion. The model developed here extends the one-sector model of �nancial frictions of

Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999) by credit constraints in both the consumer and

�ancial intermediation sectors. The model assumes that �nancial institutions act as

intermediaries that borrow funds from investors and in turn lend to credit-constrained
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households. Both banks and borrowing consumers are subject to idiosyncratic uncer-

tainty and participate in loan contracts. Taken together, the two transactions constitute

two joined mortgage contracts similar to the ones in Hirakata, Sudo and Ueda (2009).

The economy consists of two sectors: one that produces generic consumption and

one that manufactures housing (Figure 1). The consumption sector produces its output

using sector-speci�c capital, labor and own technology as inputs. Following Iacoviello

and Neri (2010), housing is a durable multi-period good. Housing manufacturers use

housing capital, labor and sector-speci�c technology along with land, a �nite resource.

Each period only a fraction of housing deteriorates. The rest survives for the subsequent

period. In each period, new housing production only replaces the depreciated housing.

This approach to housing as a multi-period good brings a more staggered response

to disturbances since newly produced output is only a fraction of total housing on

the market. Both �nal good �rms face no risk and they can borrow funds for capital

�nancing at the risk-free rate as part of a �xed share arrangement. In addition to the

two �nal goods, there are capital producing �rms that supply �nal good manufacturers

with sector-speci�c capital. Investment in both types of capital is the output of the

consumption sector. The relationship between capital �rms and �nal goods producers

is a two-way one in the sense that capital �rms buy used capital from goods producers

and along with investment transform it into new capital.

In order to motivate credit frictions in the household sector, this model formally

separates consumers into two types following Iacoviello and Neri (2010). Ricardian

consumers possess no intrinsic risk of default and can borrow at the risk-free rate.

They have signi�cant non-wage income in the form of revenue from owning shares in

�nal good �rms and from absorbing the pro�ts of capital producers. Their wealth

allows them to �nance their own housing purchase entirely. Ricardians save any unused

income as deposits that are lent to investors and to �nal good �rms. Credit-constrained

consumers, on the other hand, receive only wage income so their net worth is not enough

to �nance their housing acquisition. Therefore, they must obtain external �nancing

from investors.

The housing purchase of credit-constrained consumers is �nanced by a mortgage

contract. The mortgage contract is necessitated by the existence of an agency problem

that makes external borrowing for house purchase more expensive than own funds. The

reason for this discrepancy is that credit-constrained consumers possess an inherent

risk of default that is known to them but unobservable to lenders. In this case, lenders

cannot perfectly observe the borrower's ability to repay and must pay an auditing

cost in order to learn the bankruptcy prospect of the mortgage-buyer. When indebted

consumers go bankrupt, lenders pay the monitoring fee and take possession of all of

the borrower's remaining assets. In the household context, these auditing costs can be

interpreted as the costs of legal proceedings to the value the borrower's assets and the
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administrative costs of selling the house to realize its collateral value. The presence of

these �nancial frictions motivates the need for a loan (mortgage) contract as opposed

to a share contract that usually takes place in the absence of idiosyncratic uncertainty.

Additionally, the idiosyncratic uncertainty implies that credit-constrained consumers

cannot borrow directly from their Ricardian counterparts. The intermediary services

of lenders are necessary not only to disburse the loan but also to conduct monitoring.
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Figure 1: Model with Financial Frictions in the Consumer and Financial Sectors

Credit-constrained households obtain a loan from �nancial institutions who in turn

borrow from investors. Financial institutions (i.e. banks) have an inherent probability

of default just as credit-constrained consumers do but their risk is separate from that of

borrowers Investors pool the deposits of Ricardian consumers, paying them the risk-free

rate, and lend to �nancial institutions at a markup interest rate. Banks in turn lend

to consumers at a di�erent markup rate according to their risk pro�le. The di�erence

between the borrowing and the lending rates, known as the external �nance (risk)

premium, exists in order to o�set the expenses associated with a potential bankruptcy

of mortgage-buyers. The greater the default prospect, the more likely the lender will

have to pay the auditing cost so the risk premium will be higher. Hence the external

�nance premium is a function of the default rate, the collateral (net worth) of credit-

constrained consumers and the value of the mortgage. Investors do not make any pro�t

on their loans. The risk premium is exactly su�cient to o�set the costs associated with

a potential borrower default.

The distinction between investors and banks is not purely a model complication but

mirrors real life �nancial markets. Investors can be characterized as representing �safe�
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mutual funds institutions that possess no idiosyncratic risk, while �nancial institutions

correspond to investment banks that are highly leveraged. The emergence of such

highly leveraged banks may be traced back to the desire for larger pro�ts from riskier

investments which safe �nancial agents such as the investors in this model would be

unwilling to �nance directly.

The presence of idiosyncratic uncertainty in the returns of banks and households

necessitates two loan contracts that provide state-contingent returns to investors. At

the beginning of the �nancial intermediation, investors lend to �nancial institutions

in a loan arrangement that ensures them a fair return regardless of the realization

of the idiosyncratic shock of banks. At the tail end of the �nancial intermediation,

credit-constrained consumers borrow from �nancial institutions as part of another loan

contract that ensures their participation. Banks are the intermediaries that participate

in both loan contracts so they optimize both arrangements at the same time. This

is also consistent with empirical observations of real life banks. Hence the two loan

contracts must be chained in the sense that they are linked in the same optimization

problem. The remainder of the paper explores the role of leveraged �nancial institutions

and the psotiblity of risk sharing in the doual mrotage ocntract.

2.2 The Chained Loan Contracts

Financial institutions (i.e banks) borrow from investors one period in advance and lend
to mortgage-buying consumers to �nance their housing purchase. Both banks and
credit-constrained consumers are borrowing-constrained in the sense that they each
have a distinct probability of default that is known to them but unknown to other
participants in the �nancial market who know only the distribution of the bankruptcy
likelihood. Hence there are �nancial frictions both in the contract between investors
and �nancial institutions and in the contract between banks and credit-constrained
households. The presence of credit constraints necessitates that both arrangements
are loan contracts where the returns are contingent on the realization of the two id-
iosyncratic shocks. Since �nancial institutions are intermediaries and participate in
both contacts, the contracts are chained so that the returns from the �rst contract can
provide su�cient funds to cover the lending in the second one.

There is an idiosyncratic shock ωB associated with lending to �nancial institutions
and a distinct idiosyncratic shock ωC associated with lending to credit-constrained
consumers. Similar to the �nancial institutions' loan contract, investors have to pay an
auditing fee µB to learn the realization of ωB. This makes lending to banks risky so
�nancial institutions have to pay a premium on external funds. Financial institutions
on their part, must pay a monitoring cost µC to learn the realization of the consumer
default probability ωC .
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Since the individual optimization problem of each bank can be aggregated to hold
for the whole economy in the same way as before, the chained contracts setup proceeds
directly on the aggregate level. Banks borrow funds from investors and in turn lend to
credit-constrained households. Every period, they choose the optimal pair of cuto� risk
ω̄B and housing HC to maximize their next period expected share 1 − ΓB(ω̄B

t+1) of the
total value of the contact that consists of the housing stock ptH

C
t minus the net worth

of credit-constrained consumers NC
t :

max Et
((

1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt+1)
)
RBt+1

) (
ptH

C
t −NC

t

)
(1)

Banks lend to households at a state contingent markup rate EtR
C
t+1 that is di�erent

from the rate EtR
B
t+1 at which they repay their loans. The di�erence accounts for the

distinct probabilities of default of both types of indebted agents. The expected earnings
of �nancial institutions from lending to credit-constrained consumers equal the share
EtΓ

C(ω̄C
t+1) they will receive tomorrow from the loan made today to households minus

the auditing fee on insolvent consumer loans µCEtG
C(ω̄C

t+1):

Et
((

ΓC(ω̄Ct+1) − µCGC(ω̄Ct+1)
)
RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t

The earnings of banks must equal the opportunity cost of lending to credit-constrained
consumers, which is the value of the loan to banks at their markup interest rate EtR

B
t+1.

Hence the gross return on the banks' loan to credit-constrained consumers is:

Et
((

ΓC(ω̄Ct+1) − µCGC(ω̄Ct+1)
)
RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t = EtR

B
t+1

(
ptH

C
t −NC

t

)
(2)

The left hand side is the banks' share of the loan to borrowing households after
monitoring and the right hand side is the gross return (the value of the housing purchase
ptH

C
t minus the consumers' net worth NC

t valued at the bank interest rate EtR
B
t+1) from

the housing purchase to �nancial institutions.

Credit-constrained households will participate in the chained loan contracts only
if their participation constraint is met. Instead of taking part in the chained loan
contracts, credit-constrained consumers can purchase housing using their own net worth
NC

t . In this alternative case, the ex-post return to their investments equals EtR
C
t+1N

C
t .

Hence credit-constrained consumers will participate in the chained contracts only if
their share of the loan is at least equal to the value of their net worth:

Et
((

1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct+1)
)
RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t ≥ EtR

C
t+1N

C
t (3)

The �rst part of the chained contracts consists of investors lending to banks. Finan-
cial institutions split the gross pro�t from their loan to credit-constrained consumers
with investors. This contract has the same costly state veri�cation structure as the sin-
gle loan contract. Banks own the net worth NB

t and invest the amount ptH
C
t −NC

t in
the loan to credit-constrained consumers. They borrow the rest ptH

C
t −NC

t −NB
t from

investors and repay the loan using their pro�ts from lending to credit-constrained house-

holds. Investors receive a net share of the loan to banks Et

(
ΓB(ω̄B

t+1) − µBGB(ω̄B
t+1)

)
that includes the monitoring fees paid on failed banks. Financial institutions are sub-
ject to an idiosyncratic bankruptcy shock ωB and their ex-post gross return on the
loans to credit-constrained consumers is ωBRB. Investors would participate in the
chained contracts only if they get a fair return on their lending to �nancial institu-
tions. Like in the single contract model, the lender's share of the pro�t in the contract

with �nancial institutions Et

(
ΓB(ω̄B

t+1)R
B
t+1

) (
ptH

C
t −NC

t

)
after paying the monitor-

ing fee µBEtG
B(ω̄B

t+1) must at least equal the opportunity cost of the investors' funds
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Rt

(
ptH

C
t −NC

t −NB
t

)
valued at the risk-free rate Rt. Hence the zero pro�t partic-

ipation constraint for investors must specify the amount of funds that banks borrow
from investors pHC −NC −NB, the cut-o� value of the idiosyncratic shock ω̄B and the
return rate of the loan to non-defaulting banks RB. Since banks borrow at time t and
repay the funds at t+ 1, the participation constraint of investors is:

Et
((

ΓB(ω̄Bt+1) − µBGB(ω̄Bt+1)
)
RBt+1

) (
ptH

C
t −NC

t

)
≥ Rt

(
ptH

C
t −NC

t −NB
t

)
(4)

Lenders sign contracts with a lot of banks, to diversify away the idiosyncratic risk
of �nancial institutions.

Substituting equation (2) into (4) and noting that both equations (3) and (4) bind
at the optimum, eliminates the bank interest rate EtR

B
t+1 and reduces the conditions

that �nancial institutions must satisfy to two:

Et
((

ΓB(ω̄Bt+1) − µBGB(ω̄Bt+1)
) (

ΓC(ω̄Ct+1) − µCGC(ω̄Ct+1)
)
RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t = (5)

= Rt
(
ptH

C
t −NC

t −NB
t

)
Et
(
1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct+1)

)
ptH

C
t = NC

t (6)

In the previous loan contract, credit-constrained consumers maximized the arrange-
ment. The superior knowledge of borrowers about their own possibility of default
allowed them to push lenders to their participation constraint and extract maximum
returns from the loan. The chained loan contracts, however, are linked by the presence
of �nancial institutions. Hence it is the intermediaries (�nancial institutions) which
maximize their pro�ts subject to satisfying the participation constraints of both credit-
constrained consumers and of investors. In this case banks, which are borrowers in
one part of the contract and lenders in the other part, optimize the two sides of the
contract. The reason for banks maximizing their pro�ts is twofold. First, it is empirical
fact that �nancial institutions are often the ones which dictate both the lending and
the borrowing terms. The reason for that may be informational asymmetry. Banks
use monitoring technology to collect information on borrowers and lenders that would
reduce the agency cost associated with lending. This process is costly and location-
speci�c (a bank would not be willing to lend outside of its geographic and sectoral
area of expertise). On the other hand, investors, who are geographically dispersed and
consumers who lack the means �nd the cost of this monitoring technology prohibitive.
Second, �nancial institutions, as the intermediaries that participate in both parts of the
loan contract, have a transactional advantage. It is easier for them to optimize the two
loan contracts together rather than optimizing only their borrowing arrangements with
investors and leaving the second loan contract to consumers. The subsequent analysis
demonstrates that the results from the chained contracts model are not analytically
di�erent from those of two separate loan arrangements.

In the chained contracts model, the presence of two sectors with idiosyncratic un-
certainty has important implications for risk sharing between the indebted banks and
households. As intermediaries in the two mortgage contracts, �nancial institutions are
the �rst to experience a deterioration in their balance sheet. However, since they also
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maximize the chained contracts, they can shift some of the burden of the increased risk
of default onto credit-constrained consumers. As end participants in the mortgage ar-
rangement, households have no control over the leverage distribution between indebted
sectors. In times of a downturn characterized by worsened leverage for �nancial insti-
tutions, they can improve their own position by forcing consumers to bear a share of
the deteriorating leverage. Banks achieve this by extracting a larger return from the
loan contract with households in times when the default probabilities of both borrowers
are higher. The participation constraint of households, unlike the share agreement in
the single loan contract of �nancial institutions, depends on changes in bankruptcy
prospects. The increased bankruptcy prospects allow �nancial institutions to demand
a higher repayment thus shifting the participation constraint (6) of consumers to the
left. This can work because, in contrast to the share contract, consumers in the chained
mortgage contracts have no recourse to funds outside of the borrowing arrangement due
to their idiosyncratic uncertainty. Hence credit-constrained consumers have no choice
but to bear some of the deterioration in indebtedness. Oftentimes, this a�ords banks a
speedier recovery at the expense of indebted households who are faced with a protracted
recession.

The chained loan optimization problem involves banks simultaneously maximizing
both loan arrangements. Let for simplicity of expression ΓB(ω̄B

t )−µBGB(ω̄B
t ) = ΨB(ω̄B

t )
and ΓC(ω̄C

t ) − µCGC(ω̄C
t ) = ΨC(ω̄C

t ). Banks choose the optimal level of ω̄C , ω̄B and
HC by solving the following Lagrangian:

LBt = Et
((

1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt+1)
)

ΨC(ω̄Ct+1)RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t +

+λ1,t

[
Et
(
ΨB(ω̄Bt+1)ΨC(ω̄Ct+1)RCt+1

)
ptH

C
t −Rt

(
ptH

C
t −NC

t −NB
t

)]
+λ2,t

[
Et
(
1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct+1)

)
ptH

C
t −NC

t

]
The �rst order conditions yield two equations for the Lagrange multipliers:

λ1,t = Et

(
ΓBω (ω̄Bt+1)

ΨB
ω (ω̄Bt+1)

)
(7)

λ2,t = Et

[[(
1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt+1)

)
+

ΓBω (ω̄Bt+1)ΨB(ω̄Bt+1)

ΨB
ω (ω̄Bt+1)

]
RCt+1

ΨC
ω (ω̄Ct+1)

ΓCω (ω̄Ct+1)

]
(8)

Here λ1,t is the marginal value of the internal funds to �nancial institutions, and λ2,t
is the marginal increase in the pro�ts of �nancial institutions per unit increase in the
net worth of credit-constrained consumers.

Substituting both into the �rst order condition for HC
t and rearranging gives the

consumer risk premium
EtRCt+1

Rt
:

EtR
C
t+1

Rt
= Et

(
ΓCω (ω̄Ct+1)(

1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct+1)
)

ΨC
ω (ω̄Ct+1) + ΓCω (ω̄Ct+1)ΨC(ω̄Ct+1)

)
× (9)

Et

(
ΓBω (ω̄Bt+1)(

1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt+1)
)

ΨB
ω (ω̄Bt+1) + ΓBω (ω̄Bt+1)ΨB(ω̄Bt+1)

)
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Equation (9) along with the two participation constraints determines the realized
default probabilities ω̄B and ω̄C . Even after a shock occurs, investors continue to receive
the risk-free rate Rt so the model implements the realized participation constraints:

(
ΓB(ω̄Bt ) − µBGB(ω̄Bt )

) (
ΓC(ω̄Ct ) − µCGC(ω̄Ct )

)
RCt pt−1H

C
t−1 = (10)

= R
t−1

(
pt−1H

C
t−1 −NC

t−1 −NB
t−1

)
(
1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct )

)
pt−1H

C
t−1 = NC

t−1 (11)

along with the �rst order condition that contains the expectation of what will occur
at t+ 1.

In order to complete the partial equilibrium setting, it is necessary to determine
the evolution of the credit-constrained households' net worth. In any given period, the
equity of the credit-constrained households, V C

t , is the remaining share of the mortgage
after replaying back lenders:

V Ct =
(
1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct )

)
RCt pt−1H

C
t−1 (12)

Consumers can spend this dividend income on new housing. When house prices fall
- and therefore the equity of the households V C

t - households face the following decision
problem. If they decrease housing demand today, current household utility would fall.
But, if demand were kept constant, net worth would decrease, increasing the future
external �nance premium. Thus households face a trade-o� between current housing
purchase and future borrowing.

It is also necessary to make sure that credit-constrained consumers do not eventually
grow out of their �nancial constraints. This paper assumes that every period a constant
fraction 1−νC of households retire. When they retire, they spend their remaining equity
on consumption. The retirement consumption CC

E,t of credit-constrained consumers is:

CCE,t =
(
1 − νC

) (
1 − ΓC(ω̄Ct )

)
RCt pt−1H

C
t−1 (13)

Over time, the number of credit-constrained consumers decreases but their individual
net worth increases as they cycle through many periods of mortgage contracts. Hence
macroeconomically, the value of the net worth remains the same.

Credit-constrained consumers need to get started on their net worth with some
income not devoted to purchasing consumption goods and housing. This is equivalent
to establishing a savings account dedicated to the initial mortgage downpayment. The
model assumes they provide one unit of labor inelastically to the production of housing
that generates a wage wC

t . This labor supply is solely for the purposes of starting
their net worth accumulation and is weighted heavily so that it does not distort the
overall labor supply. Having determined the period equity and the start-up net worth
of credit-constrained consumers, is it easy to describe the evolution of their net worth.
The evolution of the credit-constrained households' net worth is the sum of equity of
non-retiring households plus their income from work:

NC
t = νCV Ct + wCt (14)

Similarly to consumers, �nancial institutions also have period equity that includes
the return to banks ΨC(ω̄C

t ) from lending to households:
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V Bt =
(
1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt )

)
RBt

(
pt−1H

C
t−1 −NC

t−1

)
= (15)

=
(
1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt )

)
ΨC(ω̄Ct )RCt pt−1H

C
t−1

The consumption of banks CB
E,t on exit is:

CBE,t =
(
1 − νB

) (
1 − ΓB(ω̄Bt )

)
ΨC(ω̄Ct )RCt pt−1H

C
t−1 (16)

3 The Complete Model

This section embeds the partial equilibrium of the loan contract derived in the previous

section into a general equilibrium framework that endogenizes the risk-free rate Rt and

the price of housing pt. The economy consists of two production sectors: consumption

and housing. Capital producers supply sector-speci�c capital to both types of �nal

good �rms. Households consume both consumption and housing.

3.1 Consumption Capital Sector

Firms that produce capitalKF
t for the consumption sector own technology that converts

�nal goods into capital. They purchase depreciated capital from �nal good �rms and

make investments to produce new capital. The investment IFt is consumption. The

newly produced capital is sold back to consumption producing �rms.

There are standard quadratic adjustment costs to producing capital. The capital
adjustment costs for the consumption capital are:

KF
t = (1 − δ)KF

t−1 + J

(
IFt
KF
t−1

)
KF
t−1 (17)

The function J is such that J ′ > 0 and J” < 0. New capital is produced within the
period and sold to �nal good producing �rms at the price xFt . The optimal condition
for investment is:

xFt J
′
(

IFt
KF
t−1

)
= 1 (18)
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3.2 Consumption Producers

Firms in the consumption sector use capitalKF
t , labor L

F
t and sector-speci�c technology

AF
t to produce their output. Consumption producing �rms buy capital one period in

advance. They borrow funds for the purchase of capital at the risk-free rate Rt which
is equal to the expected return on capital. In order to do so, these �rms issue claims to
Ricardian consumers at the prevailing price of consumption capital xFt . At the end of
each production period, they sell the remaining capital back to capital producing �rms.
The production function of consumption �rms is:

Y Ft = AFt (KF
t−1)αF (LFt )(1−αF ) (19)

According to the share purchase setup, consumption �rms supply inelastically one
unit of labor to their own production in order to start the accumulation of their net
worth. Factoring in this labor supply in the production function, the total labor supply
in the consumption sector is:

LFt = (LFF,t)
ΩF (LFH,t)

(1−ΩF ) = (LFH,t)
(1−ΩF ) (20)

where LF
H,t is the regular labor supply by both types of consumers and LF

F,t is the

labor supply by consumption producers.

Recasting the production function only in terms of household labor yields:

Y Ft = AFt (KF
t−1)αF (LFH,t)

(1−αF )(1−ΩF ) (21)

The �rms in the sector are perfectly competitive so they maximize pro�ts subject
to input costs. The �rst-order conditions for optimal capital and labor are:

wt = (1 − αF ) (1 − ΩF )

(
Y Ft
LFH,t

)
(22)

Rt =
αF

Y F
t+1

KF
t

+ (1 − δ)xFt+1

xFt
(23)

The wage consumption �rms receive for their labor supply is:

wFt = (1 − αF ) ΩFY
F
t (24)

3.3 Housing Capital Sector

Firms that produce capital KH
t for the housing sector own technology that converts

goods into capital. They purchase depreciated capital from �nal goods �rms in the
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same sector and obtain investments to produce new capital. The investment IHt is

consumption. The newly produced capital is sold back to housing producers.

Housing capital is subject to the same adjustment costs as consumption capital. The
housing capital production equation is:

KH
t = (1 − δ)KH

t−1 + J

(
IHt
KH
t−1

)
KH
t−1 (25)

New capital is produced within the period and sold to �nal good producing �rms at
the price xHt . The optimal level of investment in housing capital:

xHt J
′
(

IHt
KH
t−1

)
= 1 (26)

3.4 Housing Producers

Housing is a multi-period good that survives for more than one period, unlike consump-
tion which is not durable beyond the period in which it is produced. The production of
housing follows closely Iacoviello and Neri (2010). Housing producers use capital KH

t ,
labor LH

t , land Xt and sector-speci�c technology AH
t to produce new houses. Housing

�rms also buy capital one period earlier. In this version, housing �rms have no aggre-
gate uncertainty so they can borrow funds for the purchase of capital at the risk-free
rate Rt which is equal to the expected return on capital. In order to do so, these �rms
issue claims to Ricardian consumers at the prevailing price of housing capital xHt . At
the end of each production period, they sell the remaining capital back to housing �rms.
The production function of housing �rms is:

Y Ht = AHt (KH
t−1)αH (Xt−1)ε(LHt )(1−αH−ε) (27)

The amount of land is �xed and normalized to one. Furthermore, both the share
purchase setup and the loan contracts assumed that housing producers, indebted house-
holds and �nancial institutions supply inelastically one unit of labor in order to start
the accumulation of their respective net worth. Factoring in that labor supply, the total
labor supply in the production of housing by origin is:

LHt = (LHF,t)
ΩH (LHCC,t)

ΩC (LHB,t)
ΩB (LHH,t)

(1−ΩH−ΩC−ΩB) = (LHH,t)
(1−ΩH−ΩC−ΩB) (28)

where LH
F,t is the labor supply by housing �rms, LH

CC,t the labor supply by credit-

constrained consumers dedicated to starting their net worth, LH
B,t. The labor supply

by �nancial institutions and LH
H,t is regular household labor supply.

Recasting the production function only in terms of household labor and factoring in
the �xed supply of land yields:

Y Ht = AHt (KH
t−1)αH (LHH,t)

(1−αH−ε)(1−ΩH−ΩC−ΩB) (29)
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The price of housing is pt. Housing �rms in the sector are perfectly competitive so
they maximize pro�ts subject to input costs obtaining the following optimal conditions
for housing capital and labor:

wt = (1 − ΩH − ΩC − ΩB) (1 − αH − ε)

(
ptY

H
t

LHH,t

)
(30)

Rt =
αH

pt+1Y
H
t+1

KH
t

+ (1 − δ)xHt+1

xHt
(31)

The wage housing �rms receive for their labor supply is:

wHt = (1 − αH − ε) ΩHptY
H
t (32)

The wage credit-constrained consumers receive for the purpose of starting their net
worth is:

wCt = (1 − αH − ε) ΩCptY
H
t (33)

3.5 Consumers

Both Ricardian and credit-constrained consumers have the same preferences. House-

holds choose consumption Ci
t , housingH

i
t and labor L

i
t subject to their respective budget

constraints. Here the superscript i denotes the type of consumers: R for Ricardian and

C for credit-constrained. Housing is purchased one period in advance. This approach

matches empirical reality better where acquiring a house involves transactional delays

that involve search time, time spent with real estate agents and time to process escrow,

payment and home insurance. Furthermore, there are �nancial motivations for the

advance purchase. Since credit-constrained consumers purchase housing in advance of

using it and they do not have non-wage income like Ricardians, they need the mort-

gage arrangement to facilitate the housing acquisition. Furthermore, the mortgage is

intertemporal where consumers optimize their expected share of the loan at the time of

the housing purchase but repay it only in the subsequent period after using the housing.

As a result, they are exposed to unexpected shocks at the time of repayment so the

mortgage is an inherently risky undertaking.

Each household seeks to maximize its lifetime expected utility:

U = Et
∞∑
t=0

βtU(Cit , H
i
t−1, L

i
t) (34)

The period utility of each household is given by:

U(Cit , H
i
t−1, L

i
t) = log(Cit) + κlog(Hi

t−1) − γ
L
i(1+ϕ)
t

1 + ϕ
(35)
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The period utility function is separable in consumption Ci
t , housing H

i
t−1 and labor

Li
t. Housing is purchased one period in advance and consumed the following period.

At the end of the period, the remaining housing minus depreciation is sold back on

the market. Following Iacoviello and Neri (2010), housing enters the utility function

additively, rather than as part of a consumption aggregator in order to demonstrate

its direct e�ect on consumer decisions. The additive nature of the utility function

also facilitates housing to be be purchased both directly (by Ricardians) and via a

mortgage (by credit-constrained consumers). There is a taste parameter κ that re�ects

the relative preference for consumption and housing.

3.5.1 Ricardian Consumers

Ricardian consumers purchase consumption and housing. Each period, they lend an
amount Bt at the risk-free rate. Their lending covers the mortgage loan to credit-
constrained households as well as �nances the capital purchase of consumption �rms and
housing producers through their respective share arrangements. Ricardian consumers
also absorb the pro�ts Πt of both capital sectors. The budget constraint of Ricardian
households is:

CRt + ptH
R
t +Bt = wtL

R
t + (1 − δ)ptH

R
t−1 +Rt−1Bt−1 + Πt (36)

Ricardian consumers maximize their utility function subject to this budget con-
straint. The left hand side re�ects their consumption and housing purchase as well as
their lending, while the right hand side represents their income from wages and from
reselling the non-depreciated housing from the previous period as well as their returns
from lending and from capital �rms pro�ts. The Lagrangian for Ricardian consumers
yields three �rst-order conditions for consumption, housing and leisure. The �rst-order
condition for the consumption-labor tradeo� is fairly standard:

γ(LRt )ϕCRt = wt (37)

The relationship between consumption and housing re�ects the fact that housing
is purchased one period in advance so the tradeo� between housing and consumption
depends on both the current and on the future price of housing as well as on the
intertemporal consumption substitution and the depreciation rate of housing:(

pt
β
Et

(
CRt+1

CRt

)
− (1 − δ)pt+1

)
HR
t = κEtC

R
t+1 (38)

Ricardian consumers also have a standard Euler equation:

Et

(
CRt+1

CRt

)
= βRt (39)

Combing the last two equations yields a simpler expression for the consumption-
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housing substitution:
(Rtpt − (1 − δ)pt+1)HR

t = κEtC
R
t+1 (40)

3.5.2 Credit-Constrained Consumers

Just like Ricardian households, credit-constrained households also consume both con-
sumption and housing. They earn income only from labor and do not own any shares.
Since their income is not su�cient to allow them to purchase housing in full, they must
obtain a mortgage from investors. Their mortgage is subject to an idiosyncratic risk of
default so their borrowing is not riskless. Due to this probability of bankruptcy, they
cannot borrow at the risk-free rate Rt and can do so only at the consumer interest
rate RC

t . As a result, buying a house is costly for them. Credit-constrained households
also cannot optimize intertemporally their purchase of consumption since they have no
access to risk-free �nancing. Hence their consumption needs must be met solely with
their wages after their mortgage is repaid. The budget equation for credit-constrained
households is:

CCt +RCt pt−1H
C
t−1 = wtL

C
t + (1 − δ)ptH

C
t−1 (41)

The left hand side re�ects their consumption purchase as well as their housing mort-
gage, while the right hand side represents their income from wages and returns from
reselling the non-depreciated housing from the previous period. Credit-constrained con-
sumers maximize their utility function subject to this budget constraint. The optimiza-
tion problem yields two �rst-order conditions for housing and leisure. The �rst-order
condition for consumption-labor tradeo� is identical to that of Ricardian households:

γ(LCt )ϕCCt = wt (42)

The relationship between consumption and housing however depends on the con-
sumer interest rate RC

t instead of the risk-free rate Rt:(
RCt pt−1 − (1 − δ)pt

)
HC
t−1 = κCCt (43)

The �rst-order condition for housing-consumption tradeo� for credit-constrained

consumers is lagged, unlike that for Ricardian households which is forward-looking.

This is due to the fact that the return rate at which credit-constrained consumers re-

pay their mortgage is state-contingent and depends on the realization of the ex-post

return on housing RC
t that incorporates all shocks at the time of the repayment. The

realized return on housing RC
t depends on the past purchasing price pt−1 and the current

selling price pt of housing. It does not depend on the expected future price of housing

which is unknown at the time of the loan contract. Hence equation (43) is a function

of the ex-post return on housing RC
t , while the corresponding equation for Ricardian

households (40) is not lagged since Ricardians borrow at the risk-free rate which is not

state-contingent.
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Finally, credit-constrained consumers cannot optimize intertemporally their con-

sumption purchase since they cannot borrow at the risk-free rate Rt. Their demand for

consumption must be met by their income once all housing loans are repaid:

CCt = wtL
C
t + ((1 − δ)pt −RCt pt−1)HC

t−1 (44)

Any disturbances that can increase the mortgage repayment, would crowd out reg-

ular consumption and the resulting diminished demand might impact negatively the

consumption sector.

3.6 Market Clearing

Market clearing requires that the output of consumption must cover household con-
sumption, consumption by conventional good producers on exit and consumption by
credit-constrained consumers on retirement and the consumption of �nancial institu-
tions on exit as well as investment in the two sectors:

Y Ft = CRt + CCt + CFE,t + CCE,t + CBE,t + IFt + IHt (45)

Housing is a multi-period good and each period a fraction δ of the housing available

on the market depreciates. The remaining non-depreciated housing along with new

production constitutes the available housing in the subsequent period. In each period,

the sum of new production and leftover housing must meet the housing needs of con-

sumers as well as the consumption of housing �rms on exit and the monitoring costs of

the mortgage contract:

ptY
H
t + (1 − δ)pt(H

R
t−1 +HC

t−1) = pt(H
R
t +HC

t ) + CHE,t + (46)

+
[
µCGC(ω̄Ct ) + µBGB(ω̄Bt )ΨC(ω̄Ct )

]
RCt pt−1H

C
t−1

The labor that both types of households supply equals the demand by housing and
consumption �rms:

LFH,t + LHH,t = LRt + LCt (47)

Finally, Ricardian consumer lending must equal the loan to credit-constrained house-

holds as well as the share purchase of consumption �rms and of housing �rms:

Bt = ptH
C
t −NC

t + xFt K
F
t −NF

t + xHt K
H
t −NH

t (48)
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3.7 Model Calibration

The parameters that govern the general equilibrium for the chained contracts model

are the same as those in the consumer mortgage contract. The chained contracts model

satis�es the same steady state requirements as the respective single loan contracts for

consumers and for �nancial institutions:

1. The steady state rate of the external consumer risk premium is 0.5% (Bernanke,

Gertler and Gilchrist, 1999).

2. The steady state consumer leverage, i.e. value of housing stock to net worth ratio

is pHC

NC = 2 (Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist, 1999).

3. The steady state leverage of �nancial institutions is pHC−NC

NB = 5 (Hirakata, Sudo

and Ueda, 2009).

4. The failure rate of both credit-constrained consumers FC(ω̄C) and �nancial in-

stitutions FB(ω̄B) is 2% (Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist, 1999).

The loan parameters that satisfy the chained contracts model are in Table 1.

Table 1: Loan Contract Parameters in the Chained Contracts Economy

Parameter νF νH νC νB µC µB

Value 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.97 0.02 0.03

The complete model is solved for the deterministic steady state and then log-linearized

around that steady state. The steady state values of the model variables are in Table

2.
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Table 2: Steady State Variables in the Chained Contracts Economy

Variable Y F Y H CR CC HR HC LR LC IF IH

Value 100 10 32.5 29.9 210 169 15.6 19.9 24.9 3.35

Variable KF KH LF LH RC RB NF CFE NH CHE

Value 997 134 30.0 5.53 1.015 1.0147 498 5.68 67.0 0.80

Variable NC CCE NB CBE ω̄C σC ΓC GC ΓCω GCω

Value 159 2.53 31.9 1.11 0.5 0.31 0.50 0.01 0.98 0.15

Variable ΓCσ GCσ ΓCωω GCωω ΓCωσ GCωσ ω̄B σB ΓB GB

Value −0.02 0.16 −0.31 2.02 −0.36 1.89 0.79 0.11 0.79 0.02

Variable ΓBω GBω ΓBσ GBσ ΓBωω GBωω ΓBωσ GBωσ p w

Value 0.98 0.45 −0.04 0.74 −0.57 10.8 −0.97 14.4 1.88 2.15

Variable ΨB ΨB
ω ΨB

σ ΨB
ωω ΨB

ωσ ΨC ΨC
ω ΨC

σ ΨC
ωω ΨC

ωσ

Value 0.79 0.97 −0.05 −0.83 −1.32 0.50 0.98 −0.02 −0.36 −0.41

4 Risk Sharing in Chained Loan Contracts

In the chained contracts setting, both consumers and �nancial institutions can experi-

ence a credit easing on their own and together. Relaxing borrowing access for households

spreads the resulting leverage worsening across both types of credit-constrained agents

but the combined downturn is deeper than that of households in their sole borrowing ar-

rangement due to the larger combined leverage (Figures 2 and 3). However, a �nancial

relaxation for banks implies stronger risk sharing that is more tilted toward consumers.

Banks struggle to repair their debt positions after the credit easing in their own sector

so they shift a large share of the downturn onto households. While the downturn is

sharp but brief for banks, consumers are drawn into a prolonged recession.

The decreased consumer volatility within the chained contracts reduces not only the

household risk premium but also the risk premium of banks since the two loan contracts

are linked in the same maximization problem (Figures 2.27 and 2.28). The reduction

in risk premium is passed from consumers to �nancial institutions. The improvements

in consumer credit access also a�ect �nancial institutions which, as intermediaries in

the loan contract, need less downpayment to secure funding from investors on behalf of
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consumers (Figure 2.20). Less net worth implies higher indebtedness both for �nancial

institutions and for households.

However, as optimizing agents in the chained loan contract, �nancial institutions

experience most of the consequences of the eased borrowing on their own debt position

(Figure 2.26). Their indebtedness rises more than that of consumer since they begin

more leveraged. However, the presence of two chained loan contracts allows them to

share the downturn with consumers. The leverage of banks rises but by less than when

they are the only borrowers and at the expense of that of credit-constrained consumers

(Figure 2.25). Overall, the risk sharing in the chained loan contract dampens the

e�ect of the shock, spreading it over both types of indebted agents while at the same

time concentrating a larger share in the intermediary sector that optimizes the dual

contracts. The default probability of both agents also increases but by less than before

(Figures 2.23 and 2.24).

Taken together, the worsening in the leverage of both credit-constrained consumers

and banks is larger than that of only consumers in the single loan contract. This is due

to the higher initial indebtedness of banks which re�ects on both agents. Despite the

large combined downturn in the chained contracts model, the debt position of �nancial

institutions recovers relatively fast and about 70 quarters (14.5 years) after the shock,

their leverage ratio and bankruptcy prospects return to pre-shock levels (Figure 2.26).

Bank recovery, however, is at the expense of the revival of the borrowing ability of

households. As maximizers of the chained contracts, �nancial institutions can push

consumers to their participation constraint so most of the subsequent improvements in

housing equity bene�t them at the cost of delaying the recovery of mortgaged house-

holds. The indebtedness of credit-constrained consumers unwinds slowly and remains

above its pre-shock level for close to 100 quarters (25 years) (Figures 2.25 and 2.26).

Risk sharing implies that the net worth of banks and their leverage position improve

relatively fast, while consumers are faced with a protracted recovery.

A model with relaxed credit access for �nancial institutions produces a deeper re-

cession than that with relaxed consumer credit (Figure 3). Following a reduction in

their own volatility, �nancial institutions are faced with a bigger leverage rise than in

the previous scenario due to their higher initial leverage. Since the default probability

of �nancial institutions is initially much higher than that of households, a reduction in

their own volatility leads to a more signi�cant tightening of their �nancial conditions.

In order to mitigate this threat to their own solvency, �nancial institutions shift a con-

siderable share of the burden onto households. They again see a smaller increase in

their leverage than when they are the only borrowers since some of the increase is and

transferred onto consumers (Figures 3.25 and 3.26).

Consumers again have no ability to borrow outside of the loan contract due to their
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idiosyncratic uncertainty so banks can a�ord to transfer some of the downturn onto

them without turning them away from the mortgage purchase. Hence households are

forced to absorb some of the deterioration in the balance sheets of banks although they

are not the source of the disturbance. Following a shock to the volatility of banks,

the leverage of mortgaged households rises by as much as when their own volatility is

reduced in the same chained contracts setting (Figure 3.25). The subsequent recovery

again bene�ts �nancial institutions more than credit-constrained consumers. As opti-

mizers of the chained loan contract, �nancial institutions can repair their debt position

faster at the expense of consumers who experience a smaller leverage worsening and

despite not being the source of the disturbance, undergo a slower recovery.

The two chained contract simulations demonstrate that consumers share some of

the burden of higher indebtedness with �nancial institutions so their leverage does not

deteriorate as much as before. Nevertheless, their subsequent recovery could be more

protracted since banks can use their optimizing position to extract more equity from

consumers in order to improve their own debt position. This is especially evident in

the case with a decrease in �nancial volatility. Since consumers are not the source of

the disturbance, they should be relatively protected by their participation constraint.

However, the deterioration in the balance sheets of banks is so considerable that �nancial

institutions resort to extracting as much equity from households as possible in order

to repair their own debt position. Credit-constrained consumers su�er the negative

consequences of a reduction in bank volatility with the same magnitude as following

a decrease in their own volatility. The �nancial troubles of banks draw them into a

prolonged downturn and their leverage remains above its steady state value for more

than 100 quarters (25 years). The last scenario describing a reduction in bank volatility

in a chained contracts setup o�ers the closest cautionary tale to the subprime recession.

Leading up to the subprime crisis, the balance sheets of banks were deemed su�ciently

low risk and fairly stable allowing them to accumulate excessive debt. The resulting

downturn was passed on to consumers who experienced signi�cant worsening in their

debt positions that led to a prolonged tightening of credit access.
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Figure 2: Reduced Consumer Volatility in a Chained Contracts Model
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Figure 3: Reduced Bank Volatility in a Chained Contracts Model
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5 Conclusion

The subprime mortgage crisis dashed the hopes of many for home ownership and set

o� a deep recession. Loan applicants saw their �nancing prospects reduced for years

ahead as suddenly prudent banks struggled to improve their balance sheet positions.

Many �nancial institutions were brought to the brink of collapse or saved by the too

big to fail policy only to push through their recovery at the expense of credit-squeezed

consumers. The consequences of excessive leverage and excessive lending as subprime

loans had many calling for more stringent supervision of borrowing transactions. An im-

proved regulation framework cannot emerge without understanding how the subprime

mortgage crisis happened to be.

The straightforward setup of �nancial frictions in the household and �nancial sec-

tors in this paper updates the �nancial accelerator approach of Bernanke, Gertler and

Gilchrist (1999) to include �nancial institutions acting as intermediaries between in-

vestors and credit-constrained consumers. The result is two chained mortgage contracts

in which both banks and credit-constrained households are subject to idiosyncratic un-

certainty. The model not only has the bene�t of depicting �nancial markets more

accurately but also demonstrates that there are opportunities for risk sharing between

�nancial institutions and credit-constrained consumers. Since banks participate in both

loan arrangements - they borrow from investors and in turn lend to mortgage-buying

consumers - they maximize the chained loan contracts. Their position as optimizers

allows them to shift some of the negative consequences of a disturbance onto house-

holds. Hence in the chained contracts model banks can engage in risk sharing where

they extract a larger return from consumers in order to mitigate the negative e�ects on

their leverage and thereby prolonging the downturn for consumers.

Banks resort to risk sharing following a relaxation of credit access for consumers

and for themselves. Owing to their high initial indebtedness, any of the disturbances

causes a more signi�cant worsening in the indebtedness of banks than in the lever-

age of consumers. Banks recover their solvency by transferring some of the balance

sheet deterioration onto consumers who have no �nancial resort outside of the chained

mortgage contracts. Although the terms of the loan contract prevent excessive risk

transfer and the consumer downturn is milder than that of banks, the recession of

credit-constrained households is prolonged. As optimizers of the �nancial intermedia-

tion, banks can extract higher loan repayments from households to repair their balance

sheets relatively fast while consumers su�er a protracted recession. The risk sharing is

especially pronounced in the case with relaxed borrowing constraints for �nancial insti-

tutions. Although consumers are not the originators of the disturbance, they take a long

time to recover from the bank-induced recession while �nancial institutions experience
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a sharp but relatively short downturn. The results of this case closely approximate the

consequences of the subprime mortgage crisis.

The model, while aptly demonstrating the role of leverage in triggering a �nancial

downturn, could be enriched further to o�er a deeper understanding of credit mecha-

nisms. When the crisis started, many banks attempted to salvage their debt position

by recalling loans to other �nancial institutions, rather than merely bearing out the

increasing bankruptcy risk as described in this paper. The model can be augmented

by adding inter-bank relationships and loan networks that may trigger a domino-like

e�ect of rising default risk. Furthermore, the potential role of a bailout policy could be

explored by adding government to the existing setup. It may also be a cautionary tale

to consider the possibility of endogenous steady state leverage ratio for both banks and

consumers. As history leading to the crisis demonstrates, leverage limits were poorly

regulated and enforced prior to the subprime mortgage crisis allowing instead �nan-

cial institutions to reach dangerously high debt to equity ratios. Finally, an important

contribution could be to model the role of heterogeneous consumer expectations. It

may be especially interesting to consider to what extent departures from the represen-

tative agent theory could explain the collective failure of agents to foresee the subprime

mortgage crisis.
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